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“To the Egress”
Barnum had the words on a sign toward
the end of the sideshow, a door
to a freak so seductive the credulous
would barge through to find themselves
outside, suckered, no re-entry.
The sign didn’t fool the wary or informed.
They’d leave when their fill was had
to find the same outside as everyone found –
wheel-scored turf, a dirt siding –
and groom each other in their pride
at not being the great man’s mark.

Broodcomb Press is publishing two new titles in the
coming months, both limited hardbacks—
≈
The first is a strictly limited novella by R. Ostermeier,
Upmorchard, which tells the tale of a young Watts Barlik
– Barley – who is drawn to a curious abandoned fishing
village on a walking tour of the peninsula.
Upmorchard is intended to form part of the next R.
Ostermeier collection, due 2022, so is unlikely to have a
paperback release on its own.
All being well with the printers (and the lockdown
roadmap) the novella will be released to coincide with
the Broodcomb Press studios event in early June, 2021.
≈
The second is the hardback edition of Wild Marjoram
Tea by Sylvia Littlegood-Briggs, a coming-of-age tale of
two teenagers who take a detour into Pook Woods near
Cubton and never completely return—

He’d have known the doubt of the wise
is no more or less than the fool’s dismay on tick.
At the moment the hand is at the latch –
the least splinter of light at the jamb –
those who opened that door empty-handed,
certain the wonders had finally ended,
were no more or less sated with their day
than the suckers who barged eagerly through,
calling over a shoulder, They’ve an Egress, by crikey—
—originally published in Hermeneutic Circular,
April, 2020

from Wild Marjoram Tea
Tom Stuckey was a presence on the school bus, quiet and awkward, prone to fingering his hands into his
sleeves until the ends of his jumpers were ragged. Polly knew his face, but he was no object of curiosity or
wariness or desire. He was simply present, the boy who
lived halfway down the lane that led to the hamlet of
Cinderhill.
One Saturday afternoon, however, Tom was in Polly’s living room when she arrived home after working
on an end-of-year project with a feared classmate in
Cubton. Tom’s mother, Emese, had been crossing the
Pook Farm field opposite, heading back from shopping
via a short cut. The local newspapers would call it an
animal attack, but Polly knew before being told by the
adults that this was unlikely. There were no calves in
the field. Even if there had been, the cows would have
known the woman by sight. In all likelihood, the herd
moved alongside Emese as she was walking, perhaps
drawn by the scent or sound of something she’d bought
in the town. At first, as they pressed in, there’d have
been breathless disbelief—
“She’d have known,” Polly’s mother Jo said, more
annoyed than upset. “At some point, she’d have known
what was happening.”
The woman’s shopping had been found distant from
the body, and Polly, even at fifteen, knew in her gut and
bones this was where panic had set in, shopping abandoned when it became clear those dumb bone-crates
of milk and shit had an insistent and stupid power in
their being that was lethal precisely because it was oblivious. Cows were all weight and no mind; they simply
existed. The shift from concern to survival would have
been fast, seconds only. As the cows moved in, their
power would have cut off her air and pressed her into
the centre of the herd until she was knocked off balance, or simply fell, and she went under their feet. The
cows were Holsteins, each around a hundred stones in
weight, and Tom’s mother went under their feet.
Emese was still breathing when found, shallow as
her chest was crushed. Her skull was open at the rear,
yet still she managed to say some words. One of the
ambulance men heard her say, There were riders. Sharp riders. A minute later she was dead.
The house where Polly lived was further up the road
from Cinderhill, on the crossroads where one lane led to
Claypits and the other to the Pook Farm hard by Hundredwood. No one wanted to be at the Stuckey house,
so everyone gathered in their old farmhand’s cottage,
Polly’s parents in the kitchen with the police, her mother trying to nail down next steps and contingencies while her
father tried to sedate Alan Stuckey with sloe gin.

The Settlements [Original Cover Image]
≈
Polly and Tom sat alone in the living room. She
could hear the adults talk through the door that had
never closed properly. Her mother was extracting splinters of fact with the hot needle of her attention; the
police wouldn’t be leaving for some time. This meant
Polly was stuck with the boy, yet she’d nothing to say,
no wherewithal. She didn’t understand why he looked as
if he’d done something wrong, as if his own grief was
a precious vase he’d knocked over in his clumsiness and
he was waiting for the yelling to start.
≈

Wild Marjoram Tea is available to buy from Broodcomb
Press (www.broodcomb.co.uk) in summer, 2021.
Follow us on Instagram - @broodcomb_press - for
first word when the book will be published.
≈

from Upmorchard
After half an hour, the train slowed. Mrs Lofts grumbled soft under her breath. When it came to a full halt,
the lights in the carriage – never very bright – flickered
for a moment before clicking off. The moon was full,
and Barley could see the flat coast for miles, little out
there bar the glow from distant houses. Ahead was a
cluster of lights that might be a hotel on the headland.
Linnet, he assumed.
His absorption into the place was complete in the
darkened carriage, and he let his eyes be led by contour
and by light. Yet one minute became five became ten,
and he realised no other trains had passed, and as it was
a coastal branch line and this was the last train long delayed, there could be no reason for holding them in the
middle of nowhere.
“Do you know why we’ve stopped?” he asked the
silhouette.
“No.” After a moment she offered, “When they were
doing the dig, you’d be out here for an hour sometimes.
This was before they put the bypass in. Now everyone
drives. I reckon this train’s only got a year left in her.”
“The dig.”
Mrs Lofts pointed to the shore. “Down there’s Gloy,
where they found it, but they moved all the stones to
Upmorchard. A track ran up from the shore. They laid
track down there, but to make the turn onto the main
line took an age. Not always. The dig train didn’t run
on a timetable, obviously. It was only a year then it was
done. There’s nothing at Gloy now.”
She explained the regular train had to go into a siding and the points changed by hand to allow the dig
train to get onto the main line. The lights had always

been turned off by order of the station master. Because
the dig train only travelled at the end of the day, this
lack of light had been unsettling in winter months. The
passenger train was a black stagnant length locked in
a siding between stations, never full as it was the last
train. The people’s distractions of books and newspapers were lost to the lightlessness, and the only noise
was human rustle and the tinny giggle of a Walkman.
The silhouette crawled around the bend, slow because
the track was temporary and the angle was sharp, an unholy noise coming from the freight beds and the shriek
of the wheels as the dig train pulled onto the main line.
Sitting in darkness had loosened Mrs Lofts. Barley
had noted this before now. Talking in a car when eye
contact is broken was always effective in breaking a barrier – every parent of a teenager knows this – and the
lack of light in the carriage had the same effect. The
human voice is emboldened by the dark.
“If you all knew the train was carrying stones, why
did they turn the lights out?”
“No idea. And everything was covered anyway so
you couldn’t see them. I remember there was a glow
coming from underneath the tarp. I remember that.”
“Why are the lights out now?”
“I expect because this train is a turd and the lights
run off a car battery. Tourists love it, but it’s a turd.”
The driver let the whistle out. Moonlight, stars, the
sea like a spill of mercury in the darkened land then a
steam train whistle got Barley right in the heart.
“The great night,” he said out loud.
With prompting, Mrs Lofts told him of the discovery. Out there in the darkness was what she called a spit
island, Gloy Ness—

Other News

O. Jamie Walsh’s The Revenants is entering the final edit
stages, returning to the plotless-by-design world of the
R. Ostermeier is making the first steps towards some settlements. It might not be for you—
new stories to follow the unsettling strange tales found
≈
in A Trick of the Shadow.
If you missed these stories, visit the website to pick
up a copy as they are something truly special. The col- Finally, the first Broodcomb Press book to be publection includes the novella Bird-hags, a masterpiece of lished, the strictly limited A Mosaic Obituary, has sold
out. To have part of the press’s output pass into history
weird fiction—
These tales have been capturing the imagination, and already is both a pleasure and a sorrow—
look to be the first Broodcomb Press book to go into a
≈
second printing.
The first new fiction is intended for a future book of
strange stories, the could-not-be-more-tentatively-titled
Web: broodcomb.co.uk
Therapeutic Tales, and includes Conkertop, The Shop and
IG: @broodcomb_press
Skin-and-grief.

